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For example, the three principal plan alternatives- the double loaded slab, the rectangular tower and the
atrium- when designed with identical guestrooms of  The orientation of sun, shade and prevailing winds will
affect building design. By this way each part of the hotel may function efficiently until other sections are built.
Until then, even the newest and largest convention hotels built in the post-World War II period incorporated a
variety of room sizes, including a large percentage were narrower than the 3. To maximize the high site
coverage, the ground plane of the site was conceptually manipulated into a mobius strip that would constitute
the podium of the hotel. There are good standard hotels in Chittagong city, however most of these have very
high occupancy rate and none of these offer 5 star standard hotel facilities. If the hotel is in a dense urban core,
land costs drive the decision to use a tower configuration and often the arrangement of the tower on the site
itself. The economical survival of hotels are more common where the convention centres suffer the problem of
being abandoned in out of season periods. The most common width for the last several decades has been 3. To
cater or the needs of this vibrant and growing city, Bangladesh Railway has decided to establish a 5-star hotel
in its unused land at ZakirHossen Road at Chittagong. By creatively composing highly reflective glass with
dark and light tinted ones, this low-tech solution to the hotel facade not only alluded to the memory of the
original site but also achieved its OTTV values without compromising views from the guest rooms. Guest
Room Functions The full list of furnishings can be determined by analysing the guest-room functions-
sleeping, relaxing, working, entertaining, dressing- and their space requirements. The project will give the feel
of being in nature within the urban fabric. The choice of guest room floor layout is driven by design, site, and
cost considerations. TheHotel is set in the heart of New Delhi, in the Diplomatic Enclave, and is an iconic
landmark, with its rose-pink walls and arched are-turreted contours. The living room and bedroom are
completely separated where the living room accommodates spaces for formal and informal meeting
environments. Thus when compared with the American room dimensions the total guest room floor turns out
to be smaller. This included a strong bush-hammer finish, used in parts to enhance or hide the texture of the
exposed concrete. Guest room and Suite design Design Criteria for Guest rooms Designers recognise that the
specific needs of the target markets and identity features and amenities that these groups most want and
expect. The existing luxury hotels are inadequate to fulfil demands of the growing number of guests in
Bangladesh. Especially, the business travelers. Hotels that serve for different use groups prefer to occupy one
double or king size bed in majority of the rooms. Provide design teams with approvals. The kitchen is a
backdrop to the restaurant where the bread oven, tandoor and grill become showcases for the guests. The plaza
in front of the hotel was continued inside by a second interior plaza which is the lobby. On the ground floor,
guests can relax in the Gallia Lounge and Bar where the Library and Cigar Room offer a warm ambience
among silkscreened glass with patterns inspired by the Art Deco era. Page 27 of 2. BR has earmarked an area
in Khulshiwhich is one of the most commercially vibrant area in Chittagong. In a double loaded slab the
rooms are laid out on both the sides of the corridor where as in single loaded slab the rooms are only on one
side of the corridor. These spaces are generally used for receptions and large scale private meetings. The
bedroom bays of these units generally hold double twin beds. Ready to go in seconds instant on d. The plan of
the typical hotel room clearly shows these several zone, the bathroom and areas for dressing and clothes
storage are grouped next to the entrance vestibule; the sleeping area is in the centre of the guestroom space;
and the seating and work areas are located near the window. Bangladesh has only quality rooms at its existing
five luxury hotels which are not enough for catering to the need of the guests. The three-storey room block
then extrudes from the ground plane, hovers above and flexes its way around the site, lifting its way mid-air to
enclose rooms within its form. For choice and use of materials, Marco Piva started by studying the original
materials and surfaces and used a number of references from s Milan architecture, such as the La Scala
Theatre, Galleria Vittorio Emanuele, Villa Necchi Campiglio and Milanese courtyards. Light dominates the
spaces throughout the hotel through a play between natural and artificial lights. Upgraded suites like
presidential and congressional suites hold a parlour space of 3 to 8 bays. While mirrors are used to enlarge the
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space the wall mounted bedside lamps would permit smaller table.


